chapter II
CLIMATE IN THE PACIFIC B\SIN
big facts of the land and \\ater distribution in the
JL Paafic area ha\e now been sketched Climate is the
second great factor which helps to decide how well or how
poorly man can live m any region Climate decides where
certain plants and animals can live and thus makes possible
not merely the production of those commodities hke silk and
wool which are derived from them but also the exchange
which is the basis of trade It not only limits the range of
crops which can be grown m any area \\ hether for example
wheat or nee or taro shall constitute the main food supply
but it also influences methods of cultivation as the contrast
in the methods of growing wheat and rice well illustrates
Further it has a very important effect on man s own comfort
and energy making him sluggish in the hot humid weather
and brisk and energetic in the cool In this way his efficiency
and his social and economic progress are affected
We must not however lay too much stress upon tbe
effects of climate since unlike the plants and animals which
can adapt themselves only very slowly to changes in their
surroundings man has been able to move about and to select
his habitat Thus by his ability to roam he can escape the
full tyranny of climate but only under very great stress
such as a shortage of food continued for a long time will
those mass movements which we call migrations take place.
In whatever climate he is found man tends to stay put
He has the greatest objection to changing his home and the
particular climate country foods and habits to which he
has become accustomed Slowly silently persistently long
residence in any region will affect the temperament of the
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